Metal-organic frameworks, or MOFs, demonstrate a wide variety of behavior in their response to pressure. A growing number of materials in this topical family have been shown to be stimuli-responsive (Coudert, 2015) , with most of the attention paid to structural transitions upon temperature change and guest adsorption or evacuationincluding some eye-catching phenomena with names such as gate opening and breathing. However, as McKellar & Moggach (2015) show in their Feature Article, 'pressure is a powerful thermodynamic variable' which can be varied within a wide range (four orders of magnitude) and is tensorial in nature (compared with e.g. the scalar nature of temperature). Being built partly on weaker interactions (coordinative bonds, -stacking, hydrogen bonds etc.) than traditional inorganic microporous materials, and because they reach ultra-high porosities, MOFs tend to be generally more compressible than, say, zeolites. This magnifies their unusual responses to the application of high pressures, with large-scale changes of structure and properties upon modest stimulation, and can in turn be leveraged into devices and applications. McKellar & Moggach (2015) have reviewed the recent literature in this rapidly growing field, highlighting some of the key behaviors that have been observed in MOFs (Fig. 1) .
produced by controlled pressure-induced amorphization, either through hydrostatic compression or ball-milling (Bennett & Cheetham, 2014) . These amorphous structures partially retain the porosity of the parent crystalline MOF, and feature improved mechanical strength. Amorphous MOFs could thus prove beneficial for the traditional applications such as adsorption and catalysis, but they have also been proposed for specific purposes, e.g. irreversible trapping of species such as radioactive iodine (Chapman et al., 2011) . However, we still have a lot to learn about the disordered phases of MOFs and the mechanisms of crystal-to-disordered transitions, as illustrated by the recent discovery of glassforming liquid MOFs (Bennett et al., 2015) and the evidence that correlated disorder can play a strong role even in crystalline MOF structures (Cliffe et al., 2014) .
